Science

Literacy

Year 1 - Term 1
Topic: Dinosaur
Discovery

Writing:



To write sentences correctly using a capital letter and a
full stop.



To understand what an adjective is and how to use
effectively within a piece of writing.



To begin to put sentences together to form a short
narrative.

PE







Throwing and catching
Gymnastics
Playground games

Owl Babies

RE

How to catch a star

What does it mean to belong to a faith
community?
 To understand that there are
several religions in the world.
 To understand some of the customs
of different religions.
 To compare how baptisms are
performed in 2 religions.

The tiny seed

Phonics/Spellings


Revising all the phase 3 sounds and focus on
blending/segmenting within words.



Phase 4 blends.

PSHE
Maths






Numbers to 20 (ordering numbers, one more and one
less, comparison of numbers).
Addition to 10 (using the addition symbol, part whole
models, number lines).
Number bonds (focus on number bonds to 10, using the
part whole model to represent number bonds).
Shapes (naming 2D and 3D shapes, knowing the
properties of 2D and 3D shapes, patterns).




Guided Reading Books




Animals:



To understand how to have positive
friendships.
To become more confident in
recognising emotional wellbeing.

Music


To use my body and non-percussion
instruments to make a rhythm.

To describe and compare the structure of common
animals.
To identify and name a number of common animals
including fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals and birds.
To understand the terms ‘carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores’ and use this knowledge to sort animals.

Geography




To understand what an aerial view is.
To use maps to help identify a location.
To create my own map and route of the classroom.

Art/DT
Sculptures
 To create a dinosaur habitat using natural materials.
 To begin to plan artwork using previous examples to
help.
 To learn some of the basic skills of clay including
cutting, coiling and pinching.
 To create and evaluate a sculpture.

Computing



To become more confident logging in safely.



To group and sort items according to the features.

To become more familiar with the tools on Purple
Mash.

